Tornado MP 4.6m Mega Nautica

Bow mooring post

The worlds toughest ...

Why Tornado

Tornado Boats - The worlds toughest boat
- Fast, versatile, rugged, and incredibly comfortable in all
conditions...
With over 30 years at the forefront of product innovation Tornado Boats is one of the world’s
most recognised brands in the field of the Rigid hull Inflatable Boats – RIB’s.
The wide range of Tornado boats, from small tenders to large passenger boats are in use
around the world with Commercial users, Goverment Departments, Military Applications, The
Tourist Industry, Dive Clubs and the Private User.

How to choose the right Tornado
At Tornado we have been designing RIB’s for bespoke applications alongside our standard
range of boats to give our customers the best boat to suit any need.
To get the best from the unique range of Tornado designs we have a network of dealers, skilled
in advising all our clients as to the best options for their particular requirements.
Our full model range and options are available on our website - www.tornado-boats.com

Which product line? Which model?
At Tornado we design and manufacture ‘’The world toughest’’ RIB. Strong, durable boats that
have unique design features to accommodate many uses and inspire confidence when being
used in all kinds of weather - all year round – in The Polar Ice in Greenland or under the southern hemisphere sun.
We have a range of 3 uniquely designed product lines which gives the user a number of models
to choose from, The entire range is on page 23 of this brochure.

High Performance - Sport boats
The High Performance – Boat range is designed with a narrow ‘V’ which enables the boat to
cut through even worst sea conditions while still giving generous internal space. The High
Performance RIB’s are used where failure is not an option. These models are used for long
distance cruising, commercial wild charter, rescue, and as sailing support boats.

How to choose

Multi Purpose - The versatile RIB
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Multi Purpose Boats - Dive and commercial boats, are used in a variety of testing environments where safe and secure handling load are required. The profile of the hull forms a slightly
wider ‘V’ than the High Performance Boats, which does not prevent the Multi Purpose RIB from
giving you a steady and extremely fast and dry ride. The broader hull gives more load and passenger space - a perfect tool for almost any purpose! Used in many dive club branches around
the world, for patrol, rescue, or just for fun.

Super - Great loading capacity
The Super line is the widest of the Tornado Ribs’s range This unique Tornado design gives unrivalled sea keeping while having the advantage of a huge carrying capacity, thus having more
equipment or passengers on board. This range of Tornado boats are fast Offshore RIB’s and
as with all Tornado models they afford the Crew a dry, fast and safe ride.

Speed and choice of hull
The choice of your new Tornado Rib, depends on the demands and requirements of the
customer, this combined with the correct choice of engine and hull combination will give you a
truly fantastic boat. To get the best advice we always recommend that you contact a Tornado
dealer or our Head Office so we can discuss your use and requirements to help design your
new Tornado Rib.

Delivery - How long?
It usually takes 9-12 weeks from order to delivery. The delivery time can vary depending on the
season and your design.
The Tornado factory delivers Rib solutions worldwide and is busy throughout the year. Your dealer
or Head Office will be able to advise current delivery time.

Warranty
All Tornado Boats come with an extended 3 year back to base warranty and are CE certified by
HFi, an internationally classified body.

Production - One off design
Each boat is unique and adapted to the individual customer’s needs and requirements.The wide
selection of accessories available are complimented by one-off design solutions. This makes it
possible for Tornado Ribs to design the exact boat for you need.

Own production
HP 7.5m

All Tornado Boats are manufactured in our own factory using Tornado Staff trained in the unique
manufacturing techniques required to produce the ‘Worlds Toughest boats’.
All our moulds, consoles, seats, revolutionary shock mitigating suspension seats, fuel tanks,
stainless steel parts and the strongest tubes on the market are all produced, installed and tested
‘In House’ High quality - 100% Tornado.

How to choose equipment?
Choosing the right equipment is essential. Come and visit our head office and warehouse in Denmark, or one of our many Worldwide Dealers and have a look at the boats we have in our various
showrooms. The Tornado website gives examples of current options available for your RIB’s and
the many other accessory options that we offer. See the address of the head office at the back of
the brochure or visit our website at www.tornado-boats.com.

Visit our web site at:

www.tornado-boats.com

Contact your local dealer and we will guide you concerning choice of model, console, seats, accessories and the finishing of the boat. Whether you want outboard or inboard engines with stern
or jet drive, or just a hull without console or something completely different - you decide.
Discuss with your Tornado dealer, your needs and we will create a drawing of the boat so you
can see what your new Tornado will look like, prior to delivery.

Tornado Range

HP 9.5m C-trek.net
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Tornado MP 4.6m

MP 4.6m Mega Nautica

Multi Purpose 4.6m
The Tornado 4.6m model is one of the most popular boats for the private user. A truly remarkable boat for the space and applications
available to the owner of this model. The 4.6m is very compact and easy to handle both on the water and on land.
The hull is designed with a medium deep V-shape and high lifted bow which helps to secure remarkable sea keeping properties for a
boat of its size.
The 4.6m is in use by rescue organisations as well as many private users. As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the 4.6m
exactly to the demands of the user. This includes both colour choices, consoles, seats, lockers and other fittings.

Specifications
Length:

4850 mm

Beam:

2000 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

220 kg
790 kg/ 8 pers.
70

Max. engine
weight:

110 kg

Air chambers

5

CE Category:

C

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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MP 4.6m FRV

Tornado MP 5.2m
MP 5.2m SAR

Multi Purpose 5.2m
The Tornado 5.2m model is well suited for a range of uses including rescue and coaching. The hull is for its short length designed
with extra load carrying capacity and the boat can be fitted with heavy engines. This model is designed to give precise handling at
both low and higher speeds, while offering plenty of space and still keeping the model very compact.
The 5.2m is a very capable boat, easily launched and operated.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the 5.2m exactly to the demands of the user. Contact your local dealer or our head
office for further information.

Specifications
Length:

5250 mm

Beam:

2350 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:
Max. engine
weight:

MP 5.2m Team 49’er

300 kg
1000 kg/ 8
pers.
100
185 kg

Air chambers

5

CE Category:

C

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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Tornado HP 5.4m

HP 5.4m Kaløvig

High Performance 5.4m
The Tornado HP 5.4m model is, together with it’s larger sister model, one of the most popular boats in use by sailboat coaches all
over the world. Ideally suited for anything from a family leisure boat used for waterskiing to a serious rough water rescue craft.
The deep ‘V’-hull design of this boat gives greater lift at low speeds and planes faster whilst remaining a true offshore going boat.
The HP 5.4m is a high-speed boat that moves well in the waves, a perfect boat for leisure as well as a working tool.

Specifications
Length:

5550 mm

Beam:

2350 mm

Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

310 kg
1100 kg/ 8
pers.
100

Max. engine
weight:

165 kg

Air chambers

5

CE Category:

C

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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HP 5.4m SKS

Weight:
(basic boat)

Tornado Mp 5.8m
MP 5.8m FRV

Multi Purpose 5.8m
The Tornado MP 5.8m is a true leader in its class. A truly remarkable boat for the space and applications available to the owner of
this model.
The hull is designed with a medium V-shape and high lifted bow, which gives a comfortable ride in all wheather conditions.
The MP 5.8m is very agile whilst maintaining a large load carrying capability and enviable sea keeping.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the HP 5.8m exactly to the demands of the user. Contact your local dealer or our
head office for further information.

Length:

5900 mm

Beam:

2550 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

450 kg
1300 kg/ 10
pers.
150

Max. engine
weight:

240 kg

Air chambers

5

CE Category:

C

Tornado Boats are own production all the
way through - We still make everything
ourselves!

MP 5.8m FRV

MP 5.8m FRV

Own Production

Specifications

From moulds, consoles, seats, even
shock mitigating suspension seats, fuel
tanks and stainless steel parts to our
outstanding pontoons made of Polyurethane, the best tube material for professional RIB’s. Some of the strongest tubes
on the market.

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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Tornado HP 5.8m

HP 5.8m SBK

High Performance 5.8m
The Tornado HP 5.8m model is, together with the HP 5.4m model, the first choice among sailboat coaches around the World. The
sharp V-shaped hull enables the boat to cut it’s way through even very large waves and makes the HP 5.8m perfect for coaching
but is also a good choice as work boat in other branches for rescue, diving or police work and is an extremely capable model for the
private user.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the HP 5.8m exactly to the demands of the user. This includes colour choices, consoles, seats, lockers and other fittings.

Specifications
Length:

5800 mm

Beam:

2350 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

320 kg
1170 kg/ 8
pers.
150

Max. engine
weight:

195 kg

Air chambers

5

CE Category:

C

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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HP 5.8m Rijkswaterstaat

Tornado MP 6.4m
MP 6.4m Asian games

Multi Purpose 6.4m
The MP 6.4m Tornado is one of the most versatile boats in use by Dive Clubs and Commercial users.
The hull is designed with a medium V-shape and high lifted bow, which helps to secure remarkable sea keeping properties whilst
retaining superb handling and load carrying characteristics.
The MP 6.4m is the big brother to the MP 5.8m and these 2 crafts give a wide range of user options with true offshore capabilities
and a dry ride.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the MP 6.4m exactly to the demands of the user with multiple console, seating,
electronics and engine options.

Specifications
Length:

6400 mm

Beam:

2550 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

500 kg
1400 kg/ 11
pers.
175

Max. engine
weight:

270 kg

Air chambers

5

CE Category:

C

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
MP 6.4m
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Tornado HP 6.8m

HP 6.8m

High Performance 6.8m
The Tornado HP 6.8m model is one of the most recent additions to the range. With multiple configurations, this model is ideally suited
to a variety of uses from recreational use to various types of work.
The hull is designed with a very narrow V-shape and high lifted bow, which gives a fast an comfortable ride at all times. The HP 6.8m is
a very fast and agile boat.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the HP 6.8m exactly according to the your demands. We have a variety of options
please check a selection of our wide range of accessories at www.tornado-boats.com.

HP 6.8m

Specifications
Length:

7150 mm

Beam:

2650 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

700 kg
1670 kg/ 14
pers.
250

Max. engine
weight:

380 kg

Air chambers

5

CE Category:

B

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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Tornado MP 6.9m
MP 6.9m

Multi Purpose 6.9m
The MP 6.9m model is one of the most versatile boats in use by Dive Clubs and Commercial users.The hull is designed with a
medium V-shape and high lifted bow, which helps to secure remarkable sea keeping properties whilst retaining superb handling and
load carrying characteristics.
The MP 6.9m gives a wide range of user options with true offshore capabilities and a dry ride.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the MP 6.9m exactly to the demands of the user with multiple choices for console,
seating, fittings, electronics, engines and colours.

MP 6.9m

Specifications
Length:

6800 mm

Beam:

2550 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

560 kg
1600 kg/ 12
pers.
200

Max. engine
weight:

300 kg

Air chambers

5

CE Category:

C

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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Tornado Super 7.0m

Super 7.0m Red Bull

Super 7.0m
The Super 7m is a spacious work boat, a true high speed commercial load carrying rib with enviable performance. The Super’s are
made to operate at maximum speeds over long distances in a variety of conditions. The profile of the hull is designed as a broad ‘V’
which gives the Super 7m great capacity as well as deck space.
The Super 7m is the perfect tool for men working at sea and is used in many branches dealing with patrol, rescue and environmental
work.
All Tornado boats are built to order , and can therefore be made according to practically all your wishes and needs.

Specifications
Length:

7200 mm

Beam:

2800 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

Super 7.0m Red Bull
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760 kg
1670 kg/ 14
pers.
200

Max. engine
weight:

350 kg

Air chambers

5

CE Category:

B

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.

Tornado MP 7.5m
MP 7.5m Scotland

Multiple Purpose 7.5m
The Tornado MP 7.5m offers enviable deck space and load carrying, combined with true offshore capabilities. The MP 7.5m is the
ideal choice where unrivalled sea keeping in the most testing conditions are required.
The hull is designed with a medium deep V-shape and high lifted bow, which gives the boat excellent sailing skills while maintaining
very precise and agile handling with a dry ride.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the 7.5m exactly to the demands of the user. This includes single or twin engine
installations, colour choices and consoles, seats, lockers and other fittings.

Specifications

Length:

7700 mm

Beam:

2800 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

MP 7.5m

800 kg
1820 kg/ 16
pers.
300

Max. engine
weight:

400 kg

Air chambers

5

CE Category:

B

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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Tornado HP 7.8m

HP7,8m SME

High Performance 7.8m
The HP 7.8m is a new model and one of the most versatile and capable offshore Ribs in it’s class.
The HP 7.8m is a Rib with a remarkable pedigree and performance to match regardless of the application; this is a hull that delivers
every time.
The hull is designed with a very narrow V-shape and high lifted bow, and when combined with either single or twin engines it will provide
stunning performance in the most arduous conditions.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the 7.8m exactly to the demands of the user. This includes both colour choices and
consoles, normal seats or the latest in marine suspension seat technology.

Specifications
Length:

8000 mm

Beam:

2700 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

HP7,8m HSBO

14

800 kg
1890 kg/ 16
pers.
400

Max. engine
weight:

500 kg

Air chambers

7

CE Category:

B

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.

Tornado Super 8m
Super 8.0m Slovenian Navy

Super 8.0m
The Super 8m model is a true offshore commercial RIB. Built with maximum deck space and load carrying as a priority while still
retaining handling and manoeuvrability.
The hull is designed with a medium deep V-shape and high lifted bow, which provides the Super boats great capacity whilst preserving high speed in harsh wheather conditions.
The Tornado Super Boats are built to order like all Tornado boats , and can therefore be made according to practically all your wishes
and needs.

Specifications
Length:

8500 mm

Beam:

3050 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

1100 kg
2500 kg/ 20
pers.
600

Max. engine
weight:

700 kg

Air chambers

7

CE Category:

B

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.

Super 8.0m Slovenian Navy
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Tornado MP 8.5m

MP 8.5m Danish Navy

Multi Purpose 8.5m
The MP 8.5m RIB offers superb load carrying capabilities and enviable internal deck space. This model gives the private or commercial
user superb long range operation capabilities in a variety of operational uses.
The hull of the MP 8.5m is designed with a medium narrow V-shape and high lifted bow, which helps to secure remarkable sea keeping properties.The design of the hull makes the Multiple Purpose Boat fast even in open sea.
This boat is a perfect tool for almost any purpose! The Multi Purpose RIB’s are used in many branches for patrol, rescue, surveillance
or just for fun.

MP 8.5m Danish Navy

Specifications
Length:

8550 mm

Beam:

2800 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

950 kg
2010 kg/ 18
pers.
500

Max. engine
weight:

600 kg

Air chambers

7

CE Category:

B

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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4

Tornado HP 9.5m

HP 9.5m Arctic RIB

High Performance 9.5m
The HP 9.5m model is one of our most successful models and is used by many Sea-Safari operators all over the world. This model
has been designed to provide a safe and efficient long range Rib that has tremendous high-speed sea keeping and performance to
match whilst maintaining a soft and comfortable ride. A master of it’s class!
The hull is designed with a very narrow V-shape and high lifted bow, which when combined with either twin or single engines and
advanced electronics provides the ideal choice for the private or commercial offshore user.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the 9.5m exactly to the demands of the user. This includes both electronics, consoles, seats, lockers and almost any fittings you can think off.

HP 9.5m C-Trek

Specifications
Length:

9550 mm

Beam:

2800 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

1100 kg
2500 kg/ 20
pers.
600

Max. engine
weight:

700 kg

Air chambers

7

CE Category:

B

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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Tornado Super 10m

Super 10m Post Workboats

Super 10m
The Super 10m model is a true high speed commercial load carrying rib with enviable performance. The Super 10m is made to operate at maximum speeds over long distances in a variety of conditions.
The hull is designed with a medium deep V-shape and high lifted bow with a generous internal beam of over 2m, while still able to
secure remarkable sea keeping properties.
The Super 10m is very agile and can turn in a tight radius. As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the Super 10m exactly to
the demands of the user. This model is suitable for almost any purpose.

Specifications
Length:

10000 mm

Beam:

3050 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

1200 kg
2800 kg/ 24
pers.
900

Max. engine
weight:

900 kg

Air chambers

7

CE Category:

B

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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Super 10m Post Workboats

Tornado Super 11m
Super 11m Red Bull

Super 11m
The Super 11m is a truly enviable craft that provides large deck space with the capabilities of true long range offshore operation.
The hull is designed with a medium deep V-shape and high lifted bow, which helps to secure remarkable sea keeping and handling
properties.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the Super 11m exactly to the demands of the user. This includes everything from
positioning the tank in deck or in the console/locker, one-off designed navigation frame. Call us and let us know what you need and
we will guide you through the various options available.

Specifications
Length:

11000 mm

Beam:

3050 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

1300 kg
3100 kg/ 28
pers.
1050

Max. engine
weight:

1000 kg

Air chambers

7

CE Category:

B

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
Super 11m Red Bull
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Tornado HP 11m

HP 11m Specialsport

High Performance 11m
The HP 11m model was, until recently, the largest in the fleet of High Performance models. This boat is extremely well suited for use as
a long range commercial high speed Rib or for the serious cruiser and is together with the HP 12m the pride of Tornado.
The hull is designed with a very narrow V-shape and high lifted bow, which helps to secure fantastic sea keeping properties and a dry
ride, an ingredible agile boat that can turn in a tight radius and deliver extreme performance in high speed turns.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the 11m exactly to the demands of the commercial or private user.

Specifications
Length:

10850 mm

Beam:

2900 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

HP 11m Oslo Fjordrafting
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1300 kg
2800 kg/ 24
pers.
900

Max. engine
weight:

900 kg

Air chambers

7

CE Category:

B

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.

Tornado HP 12m
High Performance 12m
The Tornado 12m model is the latest addition to the fleet of High Performance models and is made to meet the demands of the serious cruiser or for commercial purposes.
The hull is designed with a very narrow V-shape and high lifted bow, which helps to secure fantastic sea keeping properties and a
dry ride, like the HP 11m the HP 12m is an extremely agile boat, able to turn in a tight radius or deliver extreme performance in high
speed turns in almost any conditions.
As with all of the Tornado boats we manufacture the HP 12m exactly to the demands of the user. This includes both colour choices
and consoles, normal seats or the latest in marine suspension seat technology. Please call your local dealer or our head office for
further information.

Specifications
Length:

12000 mm

Beam:

2900 mm

Weight:
(basic boat)
Max. capacity:
Max. horsepower:

1500 kg
3100 kg/ 28
pers.
1050

Max. engine
weight:

1000 kg

Air chambers

7

CE Category:

B

Check the entire range and more detailed
specifications at page 23.
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Background

Some history
Tornado Boats was started in 1975 by David Haygreen.
One of the early pioneers in the development of the RIB, David, an ex professional diver and
aircraft engineer, wanted a boat for his Marine Survey company and, finding nothing commercially
suitable, decided to build his own. The result, a 5.5m boat, was a great success and powered by
a 50HP motor (big at the time!) attracted much interest. David was constantly asked by others
where they could get one,but he was reluctant to build more at first. Fortunately his passion for
design and love of the sea won out, and the decision was made to develop a production boat.
A name was required, and with a copy deadline for the first advert only an hour away, the name
Tornado came to mind. The Tornado was born.

The first!
The first Tornado, a 5m, featured the simple logo of a round circle with a ‘T’ inside. Amazingly
some of these boats still exist – 30 years on !
Production began slowly with one boat being built every three to four weeks. Manufacture was
done from home with the hulls laminated in the garage, and the tubes assembled on plywood
sheets laid across the bed – those were the days !
Slowly the Tornado’s reputation for strength and performance grew and an invitation to test a boat
for the British Navy was received. A test which the Tornado won. The result was a production run
of over 140 boats and a move to a new factory in Hull !

Moving the production to China

Polyurethane Facts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Polyurethane has a very long service
life
Very high mechanical strength against
wear and tear as well as point loads
High resistance to UV
Exceptional air-tightness
Rarely punctures
Easier/less time-consuming to repair
compared to other materials
Resistant to most solvents like oil and
petrol

Never truly interested in mass production Tornado Boats continued to grow the business, concentrating more on development and innovation with the custom building of boats. Searching for
quality in performance and build. Such dictates came at a price with demand constantly exceeding supply and delivery dates too long for many to wait. The decision was made in 2005 to move
production to China – ‘the workshop of the World’. Skilled labour was more plentiful and the cost
savings could be put back into speeding up production, developing new models and raising the
quality of the materials used in the construction
With the business growing at such an exponential rate, David realised that the company needed
someone else to help run the day-to-day business..
In 2008 he was joined by Kathrine and Lars Hjorth, the Danish dealers for Tornado Boats, and the
head-office was moved to Aarhus in Denmark. Together the new management team are re-energising Tornado to ensure the successes of the past are partnered with new ideas for the future.

High-Tech and old craft traditions
ABRASION RESISTANCE
5000
4000
3000
2000

The team of trained Tornado technicians lay the entire hull by hand. 12 laminators do all the work.
That sounds like a backward step, but it is not. Boats are generally constructed with a mixture of
chopped strand mat and a roving. You can spray the mat, but you cannot spray the roving. Roving, because of it’s higher glass content and because the glass filaments are continuous strands,
is significantly stronger than mat, so the more you use the better. The strength of a hull is in the
fibre reinforcements and not directly in the resin. The resin has to be strong as this is what binds it
all together. At Tornado we use a combination of polyester and vinylester to get the strongest and
lightest boats.

1000
0
PVC

HYPALON

POLUYRETHANE

PUNCTURE RESISTANCE
200
150
100
50
0
PVC
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HYPALON

POLUYRETHANE

Best materials available
All Tornado boats are made from the best materials on the market. As one of the few RIB manufacturers in the world we manufacture our own pontoons from 100% Polyurethane fabric. A
material that is far superior in every way to common fabrics like Hypalon and PVC. Polyurethane is
especially recommended by military experts for professional RIB’s.

Tornado Boats

Specifications

Tube Diameter: (mm)

Weight: (kg) See Note below

Beam: (mm)

Length: (mm)

100

1100
8

500

310

2350

5550

5.4m

195

150

1170
8

500

320

2350

5800

5.8m

5

380

250

1670
14

500

700

2650

7150

6.8m

6400

7

500

400

1890
16

500

800

2700

8000

7.8m

1700

8100

7

700

600

2500
20

500

1100

2800

9550

9.5m

B

1900

9350

7

900

900

2800
24

500

1300

2900

10850

11m

B

1900

10500

7

1000

1050

3100
28

500

1500

2900

12000

12m

C

1100

3580

5

110

70

790
8

430

220

2000

4850

4.6m

C

1350

3800

5

185

100

1000
8

500

300

2350

5250

5.2m

C

1550

4500

5

240

150

1300
10

500

450

2550

5900

5.8m

C

1550

4900

5

270

175

1400
11

500

500

2550

6400

6.4m

C

1550

5300

5

300

200

1600
12

500

560

2550

6800

6.9m

B

1800

6200

5

400

300

1820
16

500

800

2800

7700

7.5m

B

1800

7050

7

600

500

2010
18

500

950

2800

8550

8.5m

B

1800

5700

5

350

200

1670
14

500

760

2800

7200

7m

B

1950

7000

7

700

600

2500
20

500

1100

3050

8500

8m

B

1950

8500

7

900

900

2800
24

500

1200

3050

10000

10m

B

1950

9500

7

1000

1050

3100
28

500

1300

3050

11000

11m

Super Models

Capacity: (kilos/persons)

165
5
5550

1650

B

Multi Purpose Models

Maximum Horsepower: (hp)

5
4250
1650

B

High Performance Models

Maximum weight of motor(s): (kg)

4050
1350

B

Boat Type

Internal Length: (mm)
1350
C

Number of Air Chambers:

(Manufacturers guidance must be sort)

Internal Width: (mm)
C

CE Certification Category:

Note:
The weights of the boats given are for the basic rescue boat. Care must be taken to allow for the weight of any ancillary equipment fitted including motor and fuel. This is important when calculating the trailer requirements.
Horse Power ratings can be increased for certain Military, Commercial and Racing uses of the craft. Please see the manufacturer for guidance.
Due to a programme of continous development and improvement specifications may change without notice.
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Tornado Boats
Nordlandsvej 86
8240 Risskov - Denmark
+45 86265655
info@tornado-boats.com

Tornado hp 5.4m

www.tornado-boats.com

Tornado Boats International reserves the right to change specifications on products without prior notice at our discretion due to
improvement in design and technology, implementation of current rules and commercial reasons.
Tornado Boats January 2011

